
OpenOpen--Loop ControlLoop Control



ResponseResponse--Chaining HypothesisChaining Hypothesis
William JamesWilliam James--18901890

Skilled movements did not seem to require much Skilled movements did not seem to require much 
consciousnessconsciousness



SherringtonSherrington (1906) Monkey feeding(1906) Monkey feeding
After recovery the monkey never used the limbAfter recovery the monkey never used the limb..

LashleyLashley (1917) Wounded Human(1917) Wounded Human--No visual No visual 
feedbackfeedback
The movements are not seriously disruptedThe movements are not seriously disrupted..

Wilson (1961) LocustWilson (1961) Locust
Electrical Electrical stimulusestimuluse resulted in wing movement.resulted in wing movement.

Evidence:Evidence: DeafferentationDeafferentation
TemporaryTemporary--PermanentPermanent



BizziBizzi et al (1970s) Monkey feedinget al (1970s) Monkey feeding
Monkey can do movements nearly normally.Monkey can do movements nearly normally.

GrillnerGrillner (1975) Locomotion(1975) Locomotion

Evidence (cont.)Evidence (cont.)



Central Pattern GeneratorCentral Pattern Generator
GrillnerGrillner --1975 1975 



RothwellRothwell et al et al --19821982
Human Human DeafferentationDeafferentation: Trouble in self : Trouble in self 

feeding and dressingfeeding and dressing



Feedback is not Feedback is not essentialessential for for 
movement but can movement but can aidsaids
movements.movements.



Rapid Rapid 
MovementsMovements

WadmanWadman et alet al
(1979)(1979)



Degree of FreedomDegree of Freedom
((Too many joints and muscles)Too many joints and muscles)

Bernstein Bernstein –– 1940s1940s
Translated in 1967Translated in 1967



Lashley (1951)

Only after the entire sequence was 
completed the pianist notice and 
remark that the key was broken.



Logan-1982

Typists produced one to two 
additional letters after the stop
tone (about 200 ms of MT)



Henry and Harrison -1961



Slater-Hammel (1960)
Inhibiting an Anticipatory Movement

Timer counts 
to 8 (800 ms)



Motor ProgramMotor Program

Brooks (1979), Brooks (1979), KeeleKeele (1968), (1968), ……

Evidences:Evidences:
-- Feedback processing is slowFeedback processing is slow

-- Movements appear to be plan in advanceMovements appear to be plan in advance
((RTs increase with movement complexity)

-- DeafferentationDeafferentation showed that movements          showed that movements          
are possibleare possible



Motor Program (cont.)Motor Program (cont.)

Two Level of Two Level of Hierarchy::
-- ProgramingPrograming

-- ExecutionExecution



Errors in Selection and ExecutionErrors in Selection and Execution



Motor Program ProblemsMotor Program Problems

Storage Problem:
Context-conditioned variability
(e.g.) 100,000 programs would be 
required for speech alone.
Complex movements 

Novel Movements



Generalized Motor ProgramGeneralized Motor Program
(Storing a Class of Actions)(Storing a Class of Actions)

a)a) InvariantInvariant (Fixed) and (Fixed) and ModifiableModifiable
Features (e.g., Handwriting)Features (e.g., Handwriting)

b) (Limited) b) (Limited) ParametersParameters in Motor in Motor 
ProgramProgram



Invariant and Modifiable Invariant and Modifiable 
Features in HandwritingFeatures in Handwriting



aa--InvarantInvarant FeaturesFeatures

1)1) Order of EventsOrder of Events

2) Phasing or Temporal Structure 2) Phasing or Temporal Structure 
(Ratio)(Ratio)

3) Relative Force3) Relative Force



Invariant Feature: Invariant Feature: 
TermporalTermporal RatioRatio



bb-- What Parameters Are Tuned?What Parameters Are Tuned?

Overall durationOverall duration

Overall forceOverall force

Muscle selectionMuscle selection



Overall durationOverall duration (Armstrong(Armstrong--1970)1970)



Overall durationOverall duration
(Shapiro(Shapiro--1977)1977)

II-- Keeping phasing patternKeeping phasing pattern
IIII-- SpeedSpeed--up as fast as possibleup as fast as possible



Overall duration Overall duration (Typing (Typing troubletrouble))



Overall forceOverall force (Hollerbach(Hollerbach--1978)1978)



Equilibrium Point HypothesisEquilibrium Point Hypothesis

FeldmanFeldman--19661966

OpenOpen--loop control based on NOT loop control based on NOT 
central centerscentral centers BUT BUT muscle muscle 
propertiesproperties and and spinal reflexspinal reflex
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